PARENTERAL PACKAGING
TESTING AND INSPECTION FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE

CCIT using VACUUM DECAY METHOD
has proven to be effective in testing vials, ampoules, pre-filled
syringes, pouches, IV bags, BFS strips and other pharmaceutical
containers. It is based on ASTM F2338-09 method for leak testing
containers which is a recognized consensus standard by the FDA
and is included in the list of Deterministic Leak Test Technologies
of USP General Chapter <1207>.

TESTING TECHNOLOGY
The Leak Test takes place in an airtight Testing Chamber in which a pressure
differential is applied (Patent No. 1225063 of 13-9-1988). The test objective
is to detect container leakages by measuring the reached pressure level as
well as the pressure change over the test period. The test will result in a Pass,
Fail Gross, or Fail differential pressure (ΔP) outcome, and will be displayed on
the HMI screen. The high reliability and reproducibility of the method allows
determining in a few seconds the integrity of the tested container.

AIM OF TECHNOLOGY
BONFIG lab appliances and automatic machines have been successful in
testing for critical defects in individual containers. The technology has
been used and implemented for several applications with different types of
Single Head CCIT equipment for laboratory applications, statistical purposes and offline testing.

INTRODUCTION
Testing to prove containers integrity for proper sealing and absence of any
product leak after packaging ensures pharmaceutical companies’ compliance
with regulatory recommendations in the use of a deterministic test method
for sterility and stability.
Employing a non-destructive method allows for repeating tests also at
different times, in order to validate the packaging assembly and components
stability; it can also be a good business practice as an in-process control to
ensure a robust control of the package container closure integrity.

APPLICATION FIELDS
The technology allows end users to ensure efficient and productive
manufacturing and packaging while also meeting safety requirements,
authorities regulations and market quality standards.
The possibility to integrate the technology into different types of machines
allows for its application to the various stages of the package lifecycle. This
kind of flexibility helps end user to familiarize with the method and apply it in
small scale testing as well as for 100% in-line testing.

•

Multi Head machine for 100% in-line and off-line testing (in the picture: Pre-Filled Syringes).

containers, speed and leak requirements. We offer excellent test capabilities
for those looking for machines ranging from small manual units to 100% inline solutions. BONFIG test appliances have a long record as a proven nondestructive test method with a fast ROI compared to traditional destructive
test methods such as blue dye and microbial ingress testing. BONFIG
solutions take advantage of electronic and pneumatic components state of
the art which are a common factor between the entire range of testers for Lab,
off-line and in-line applications. This allows end users to utilize the same test
method from the early stages in the lab, through clinical trials and into fullscale manufacturing with 100% inspection.

HOW TO TEST
The operating principle is based on the insertion of the

passing. This is the typical failure for large cracks.

container into a dedicated testing chamber, then applying a

3) Fail ΔP: A container with a small leak achieves the

vacuum to the outside of the container, generating a differential

predetermined equilibrium for the test time but then fails the

pressure between the inside and the outside.

ΔP outcome during the test period.

Once an equilibrium pressure is established in the testing

The graph below shows the three possible results as they would

chamber, a sensor monitors any change in the pressure within

appear on the machines HMI interface. The test in blue failed

the chamber to determine if:

to meet the equilibrium pressure. The red and green tests both

- Gas from the tested pack is leaking;

met the equilibrium pressure during the established time (1st

- Leaking liquid is evaporating into the testing chamber.

reading) but the red test exceeded the maximum ΔP outcome

One of 3 distinct outcomes will occur:

before the test was completed (2nd reading).

1) Pass: Containers with good assembly and no pinhole leaks
will achieve the predetermined vacuum equilibrium for a set
amount of time. The testing chamber will maintain the internal

1st Reading

2nd Reading
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pressure level or, at most, there will be a negligible change
which will not interfere with the results as long as it doesn’t

DELTA > THR

exceed the designated threshold during the testing period.

Minimum Level

This is the expected result for containers with no assembly or

1st Reading < M_Lev

pinhole leaks.
2) Fail Gross (absolute): A container with a large hole (gross
leak) will fail to achieve the equilibrium pressure during the
established test time. Although the test is completed, the
evaluation of the test phase is no longer used as the criteria for
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TECHNOLOGY COMBINATION integrating Container Closure Integrity
Testing with Automatic Visual Inspection and Headspace Gas Analysis to support end
user in required testing processes.

HEADSPACE GAS ANALYSIS
is a laser-based, non-destructive and fully automatic inspection method for sealed
packages. It allows for measuring oxygen concentration, carbon dioxide, residual
moisture content and absolute pressure value. Its purpose is to verify the headspace
conditions and their maintenance to confirm stability and sterility in filled and finished
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parenteral packages.
Applicable to:
Glass Packages (tubular, molded, clear, amber)

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

Plastic Packages optically transparent to a NIR laser
radiation

Sterile
products as O2 sensitive/Lyo under modified
Monitoring the maintenance of container headspace conditions
is needed
for sterile drugs such as oxygen sensitive liquid products and lyophilized
or or vacuum
atmosphere
powdered products; any modification in the headspace pressure, moisture or

oxygen level may result in the degradation of the active drug, as well as in the
reduction of drug potency and product shelf life.
Traditional headspace analysis methods include testing by means of a probe,
generally performed on samples at regular intervals during the production
cycle: a destructive, time consuming and unrepeatable procedure, which
prompts the issue of disposing of destroyed products and leaves with
no timely feedback on the filling process. Each time out of specification
conditions are detected on a sample container, the entire batch is to be
rejected, making it most difficult to assess if it is random package closure
integrity failure or systematic process unwanted deviation. BONFIG, instead,
HOW IT WORKS

offers a non-destructive, more deterministic and reliable procedure.

HOW TO TEST

A Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) based
sensor is the core of the inspection system installed in our unit, a
spectroscopic method allowing the detection and quantification of
gaseous components concentration.

A diode laser beam, at a wavelength optimized for the measurement
of a particular gas species, is transmitted through the headspace
region of the container and received by a detector after passing
through the container itself.

The principle underlying the TDLAS
measurement is based on the
Beer-Lambert Law, stating that
light transmitted through a given
sample at a particular wavelength
I1
I0
is a function of the concentration
of the substance that is absorbing
l
the incident light.
Absorption A= log10 (I0 / I1)

Oxygen level monitoring is obtained with a light source tuning at
a wavelength of 760 nm, while carbon dioxide at 2000 nm and
wavelength of 1400 nm is employed to obtain measurements of
residual moisture level and absolute pressure.

A Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) based
sensor is the core of the inspection system installed in our unit, a
spectroscopic method allowing the detection and quantification of
gaseous components concentration.
The principle underlying the TDLAS measurement is based on the
Beer-Lambert Law, stating that light transmitted through a given
sample at a particular wavelength is a function of the concentration
of the substance that is absorbing the incident light.
A diode laser beam, at a wavelength optimized for the measurement
of a particular gas species, is transmitted through the headspace
region of the container and received by a detector after passing
through the container itself.
Oxygen level monitoring is obtained with a light source tuning
at a wavelength of 760 nm, while carbon dioxide at 2000 nm and
wavelength of 1400 nm is employed to obtain measurements of
residual moisture level and absolute pressure.
The inspection time of BONFIG systems is shorter compared to the
ones currently available on the market: this results in a better test
performance either more accurate or faster.

• No Nitrogen purging required.
• Automatic height adjustment.

The inspection time of BONFIG systems is shorter compared to the
ones currently available on the market: this results in a better test
performance either more accurate or faster.

• Compact design.

GMP COMPLIANCE
BONFIG machines include a SCADA system for
full data collection and control capability. The
computerized system contains the required
technical elements to be compliant with EU Annex
11 and 21 CFR part 11 in order to meet the latest
updates on regulatory requirements in terms of data
integrity.
The equipment qualification and validation comply
with requirements stated in EU Annex 15. The
equipment manufacturing process and materials
are compliant with applicable GMP requirements.

AUTOMATIC VISUAL INSPECTION
is an automated camera-based measurement technology detecting:- Presence of
Foreign Particulate Matters,
- Cosmetic Defects,
- False Fill Level and Product Color.
The testing method conforms to United States Pharmacopeia, USP General Chapters
<790>: “Visible Particulates In Injections”and <1790>: “Visual Inspection of Injections”.
TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Visual inspection is a mandatory practice for injectable manufacturers
to guarantee both quality and patient safety. The finished products must
be inspected to identify and reject visible foreign matter contaminated

Every container that shows evidence of visible particulates shall be rejected
Bonfiglioli Engineering’s in-line and offline automated visual inspection

parenteral containers and units displaying defects that could potentially
affect product quality.
According to EU GMP: Annex 1 – Manufacture of Sterile Medicinal Products

machines are computer based automated systems that, taking images of
packages, determine if the container is fit to comply with given standards.
A suitable collection of images of the Package is acquired using high resolution
video cameras.

#124 – Filled containers of parenteral products should be inspected
individually for extraneous contamination or other defects (…)

Defects on the package are identified and/or measured by dedicated image
processing algorithms and the package is classified as conforming or non-

WHO Annex 6 – GMP for sterile pharmaceutical products #13.8 – Filled
containers of parenteral products should be inspected individually for
extraneous contamination or other defects (…)
USP 37: <1> Injections – Foreign and Particulate Matter – (…) Each final
container of all parenteral preparations shall be inspected to the extent

conforming accordingly. Non-conforming packages are automatically
rejected.
Visual inspection systems can be integrated with other testing methods into
combined technology machines.

possible for the presence of observable foreign and particulate matter (…).

Detection of Particles and Fibers (reflecting and
non reflecting).
The Package is quickly spun along its vertical axis
and then stopped abruptly to create a vortex.
While in front of the Cameras with the Package
still and the liquid in rotary motion, a set of
images is acquired.
Strobe light switches on and remains in this
condition during the images acquisition process.

100% In-Line Automated Visual
Inspection of Packages.
Visual Defects to be detected:
- Reflecting Particles and Fibers
presence
- Pull Ring absence or wrong position
- Rubber Stopper absence or wrong
position
- Wrong Fill Level
- Plastic deformations, Marking defects
- Black spots
- Visible Particles from Cap Side
- Non Conforming Cap Shape
- Non Conforming Cap Flange
- Non Conforming Cap Tilt
....
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